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Pro Drupal 7 DevelopmentApress, 2010

	In its relatively short life, Drupal has had a tremendous impact on the landscape of the Internet. As a web content management system, Drupal has enabled the creation of feature- and content-rich web sites for organizations large and small. As a web application framework, Drupal is changing the way that people think about web application...
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Digital Video Distribution in Broadband, Television, Mobile and Converged Networks: Trends, Challenges and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A unique treatment of digital video distribution technology in a business context, Digital Video Distribution in Broadband, Television, Mobile and Converged Networks explores a range of diverse topics within the field through a combination of theory and practice to provide the best possible insight and exposure. The theoretical...
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Assemble the Social Web with zemblyPrentice Hall, 2008

	Use zembly to Create Social Web Applications for: Facebook, Flickr, iPhone, and More!

	

	With zembly you can create mashups and web applications drawing on content from virtually any web site, API call, or data stream. What’s more, zembly makes it as easy to deploy and scale next-generation web applications as it is...
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A Bug Hunter's Diary: A Guided Tour Through the Wilds of Software SecurityNo Starch Press, 2011

	
	
		Welcome to A Bug Hunter’s Diary. This book describes the life cycles of
	
		seven interesting, real-life software security vulnerabilities I found over
	
		the past several years. Each chapter focuses on one bug. I’ll explain
	
		how I found the bug, the steps I took to exploit it, and how the vendor...
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Electromagnetic Simulation Using the FDTD MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A straightforward, easy-to-read introduction to the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method


	Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is one of the primary computational electrodynamics modeling techniques available. Since it is a time-domain method, FDTD solutions can cover a wide frequency range with a single simulation run...
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R Deep Learning EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Harness the ability to build algorithms for unsupervised data using deep learning concepts with R
	
		Master the common problems faced such as overfitting of data, anomalous datasets, image recognition, and performance tuning while building the models
	
		Build models relating to neural...
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Creating a Brand Identity: A Guide for DesignersLaurence King Publishing, 2016

	Creating A Brand Identity is a complex challenge for the graphic designer. It requires practical design skills and creative drive as well as an understanding of marketing and consumer behaviour. This practical handbook is a comprehensive introduction to this creative process.

	

	Exercises and examples highlight the key...
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Encyclopedia of Electronic Components Volume 1: Resistors, Capacitors, Inductors, Switches, Encoders, Relays, TransistorsMaker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Want to know how to use an electronic component? This first book of a three-volume set includes key information on electronics parts for your projects—complete with photographs, schematics, and diagrams. You’ll learn what each one does, how it works, why it’s useful, and what variants exist. No matter how much you...
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Temporary Appropriation in Cities: Human Spatialisation in Public Spaces and Community ResilienceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book conceptualises and illustrates temporary appropriation as an urban phenomenon, exploring its contributions to citizenship, urban social sustainability and urban health. It explains how some forms of appropriation can be subversive, existing in a grey area between legal and illegal activities in the city.

	
		The...
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The Origins of the Roman Economy: From the Iron Age to the Early Republic in a Mediterranean PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2021

	In this book, Gabriele Cifani reconstructs the early economic history of Rome, from the Iron Age to the early Republic. Bringing a multidisciplinary approach to the topic, he argues that the early Roman economy was more diversified than has been previously acknowledged, going well beyond agriculture and pastoralism. Cifani bases his argument on...
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Technologies for the Wireless Future: Wireless World Research Forum (WWRF)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
As 3G mobile communication systems are being deployed, the research community is now focusing on the research needed for the long-term evolution of 3G and 4G systems. This fully updated second volume of the successful Technologies for the Wireless Future is a unique and timely book, presenting up-to-the-minute ideas and trends in mobile...
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Implementing NAP and NAC Security Technologies: The Complete Guide to Network Access ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Prevent hacker exploits with this comprehensive implementation guide
    You're ready to see through the misconceptions and misinformation about NAP/NAC that might come your way. Here is an excellent resource for uncovering the actual vulnerabilities and exploits that the various NAP/NAC types can address. You'll find...
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